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itÂ .The present disclosure relates generally to the field of filling containers, and more
particularly, to a machine and system that automate the process of filling containers with a
material, such as a food product, drink, or pharmaceutical. More particularly, the present

disclosure relates to a method and system for automated container filling. In the beverage
industry, manufacturers of carbonated beverages, such as soft drinks, have a need to fill bottles
or containers with the carbonated beverage. A bottle filling line includes a plurality of stations,
including a station to dispense the carbonated beverage, and typically also a station to cap the
filled bottle. A bottle may be conveyed on a conveyor belt or may be rotated and/or indexed,

where each time the bottle is indexed, it is filled. The bottle filling line may also have additional
stations for cleaning the bottle and capping the bottle. Due to the added complexity of these
stations, the bottle filling line may include a feeder/indexer with a plurality of bottle holders,

where the feeder/indexer rotates the bottle through each station and indexes the bottle
accordingly. In these machines, one bottle is placed on top of another bottle to facilitate the

bottling process, and the bottle is typically held by an adhered holder on the stationary
feeder/indexer. The holders are spaced apart at a distance sufficient to allow the bottles to rotate
as they are indexed. The weight of the bottles naturally causes the holders to closely engage the
bottle. The rotation of the bottle causes the labels on the bottles to be loosened and move away
from the bottle mouth, resulting in the labels sliding away from the bottle mouth over time. As
the label becomes more and more loose, more of the label may slide off and require removal.
Label removal is undesirable for several reasons. One reason is that removing labels that have

become soiled is time consuming and costly. Another reason is that the label must be
repositioned onto the next label on the bottle before it is applied. Also, label removal may cause

the bottle to be rejected. In a production environment, it may be undesirable to have these
rejected bottles. Therefore
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